THE JUSTICE COALITION
IS TURNING 10!
10 YEAR TOTALS
AND STILL COUNTING!

26,484

INDIVIDUALS EDUCATED

1,098

HT 101/201/301 CLASS ATTENDEES
(NOT INCLUDING ONLINE)

2,752

TOTAL YOUTH SERVED (ONLY BEGAN
COUNTING SEPARATELY IN 2018)
"In the midst of the crazy year of 2020, it felt
like I had to do something to take action. I am
aware that some of the most frequent targets
for human trafficking are my age, and it
infuriates me to my bones knowing that there
are people like me who are in a position where
they have no control over their lives, who they
are, or their future."
- Daniel Neufeld, S.E.E.
(Students Ending Exploitation)

A WORD FROM OUR FOUNDER
Jessica Pittman
It's hard to believe that 2020 is the
10 Year Anniversary of the Justice
Coalition! 10 years ago in August,
we chose our name and decided to
step out in faith, following God and
the conviction that we simply
CANNOT sit on the sidelines
while human beings - neighbors,
family members, co-workers, our
kids' classmates - are exploited.

FROM NOW THROUGH
DECEMBER 15TH,
EVERY DONATION IS
DOUBLED!
Thank you True Organic Products,
for a special anniversary matching
grant of $25,000. please Help us
reach our total goal of $50,000!

CALENDAR
Nov 14: Drive by birthday
party! drop by 10am-12pm
Nov 19: celebrating 10 years
(online, live at 7pm on zoom)
Dec 3: education blast 6:30p
justiceco.org/register

CAN YOU HELP US REACH
OUR FREEDOM FUND GOAL OF
$50,000 TO PREVENT
HUMAN TRAFFICKING?
GIVE ONLINE AT JUSTICECO.ORG OR USE RESPONSE CARD
FUN PHOTOS AT JUSTICECO.ORG/FREEDOMFUND

In the past decade we have grown and reached people in ways
we know are only possible due to God's provision and your
support! We are so grateful for the trust you have in us to bring
freedom and hope to our community. In the midst of insanely
unforeseen challenges this year, God has been moving. We are
celebrating these things and more from 2020, as we move into
our next 10 years...
FOUR of our classes are online now, so people can learn and
join from anywhere! We offer live and pre-recorded options.
We launched Students Ending Exploitation! Check out
JusticeCo.org/SEE to learn more about this new youth branch of
the Coalition. This is the next generation, and they are leading the
way in reaching their peers like no one else can.
We have come alongside survivors and families in crisis, with
food, emergency funding, and more. People are more vulnerable
than ever, and we are responding to many needs as they arise.
We added Arien to our staff team. As a powerful survivor
leader, she is already working with five high risk youth, providing
access to our prevention education, safety planning, and support.

